The protein products of several open reading frames (ORFs) of the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) are remarkable in their distribution of charged residues. The nuclear antigen proteins EBNA1-EBNA4 of the EBV latent state contain separate significant clusters of charge of each sign. They (excepting EBNA4) also feature distinctive periodic charge patterns [e.g., (+, O)8, (0, -,-)7] and significant tandem repeats. None of the other ORFs (about 80) of the genome possess the conjunction of these properties. Only the protein encoded from BMLF1, the first immediate early transactivator protein, contains significant multiple charge clusters and periodic charge patterns. AU proteins that contain significant repeats also contain at least one significant charge cluster of a single sign. These include EBNA5 and LYDMA produced during latency and BZLF1, whose expression terminates latency and initiates productive growth. It is reasonable to conclude that these aggregate significant charge configurations and repeats are important functionally for the latent existence and for the initiation of the lytic cycle and may be characteristic of these conditions. We discuss how large multimeric protein structures bound together by clusters of unlike charge may provide a mechanism for regulation of the expression of these proteins.
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ORFs of EBV contain distinctive single charge sequence features. The results are given in Table 1 and displayed in Fig.  1 . Possible functions and mechanisms of these charge features are considered in the Discussion.
Distinctive charge configurations in a protein may contribute to function and structure in diverse ways. For example, runs of positively or negatively charged amino acids might be expected to be stretched out and exposed structurally. Charge patterns of period two in a p-strand present a straight line of charge on one side of the strand and those of period three in an a-helix present an almost linear curve of charge. It is likely that clusters of charge in the primary amino acid sequence will produce local concentrations of charge on the surface of the tertiary or quaternary protein structure. A general function of clusters of charge may be to establish and stabilize protein conformation. Charge clusters ofmixed type increase the stability of the protein in water. The occurrence of multiple charge clusters within one protein might facilitate intramolecular folding and cooperative protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions. Charge clusters and runs appear to be important with respect to protein transport, localization, and regulatory function (4-7).
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), of the human herpesvirus family, causes infectious mononucleosis and is associated with Burkitt lymphoma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma (1) . The entire 172,282-base-pair (bp) EBV genome of one strain (B95-8) has been sequenced by Baer et al. (2) . This strain immortalizes B lymphocytes, generally resides latently as a replicating episome with restricted copy number, and only rarely enters a productive viral cycle.
In a recent study of the evolution of the 21 x 30 tandem repeats of the oriP region of EBV (3) as C+ -C_ (C+ = the count of + charge residues in the window; C -= the -charge count). A negative charge cluster is based on a significant excess of C = C_ -C+. If neither a positive nor negative cluster is found, we test for a charge cluster of mixed type based on C = C+ + C_. These are conservative specifications. A check of the procedure on 100 random permutations, on each of 18 genes with balanced charge, excess of positive, or excess of negative (1800 permutations overall), gave results that were in close agreement with expectation.
Significantly long runs of a single letter or pattern of letters in any alphabet are assessed by the theory of Karlin and Ost (8) . For example, in a random model, the probability of observing in a sequence of length N a run of length L = lnN/(-lnA) + x ofa symbol or, wherev is either" + ,. . . 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
For convenience we provide a short review of current knowledge about EBV latency. In the latent state <10%o of the viral genome is expressed as stable cytoplasmic poly(A) mRNA, including EBNA1-EBNA4, EBNA6, and LYDMA. The production of EBNA1 (BKRF1) is essential to the replication of plasmids containing the oriP region of EBV (9, 10) . EBNA1 protein also transactivates the general capacity of the 21 x 30 bp repeat region of oriP for enhancing the transcription of DNA with various promoters (11) . EBNA2 (BYRF1) has been proposed as necessary for growth transformation (12) . A 3.5-kilobase-pair (kbp) cDNA composed of several exons processed from a transcription unit of at least 84 kbp is described in refs. 13 and 14 with the most lengthy exon associated mostly with the ORF BERFM designated EBNA3. Proteins EBNA4 and EBNA6 have been found to be encoded by ORFs BERF2b and BERF4 (15) . Protein EBNA5 contains varying numbers of pairs of 22-and 44-residue segments encoded in thte multiple copies of the 3.1-kbp repeats (16) . The membrane antigen LYDMA (BNLF1) is generally the most abundant transcript produced in the latent state (17) . Two 'ORFs, BZLF1 and BMLF1, are intimately associated with the activation of the productive cycle in normally latent cell lines of EBV. The gene product from BZLF1 disrupts latency and initiates production of the BMLF1 protein that is the first and most abundant protein of the lytic cycle (18, 19) . It transactivates its own production and then induces transcription of many other lytic genes (20, 21) . Table 1 (and Fig. 1 ) report all statistically significant clusters, runs, and periodic patterns of charged residues in the known and putative polypeptides of the EBV.
It is important to distinguish the presence of local charge clusters from global net charge. The histones have high global net positive charge but no clusters, whereas the EBNA proteins with substantially less global net charge have many significant clusters.
Charge configurations in proteins can be characterized depending on sign (positive, negative, mixed), multiplicity (numbers of charge forms), pattern (periodic, irregular), location (quartile of protein sequence), and specific amino acid composition (variation in the use of a charge type).
(i) Proteins with multiple charge clusters ofeach sign. This attribute distinguishes EBNA1. There are four charge clusters of a single sign. These are, in order, positive, positive, negative, and negative (see Fig. 1 ). The second positive and first negative are adjacent. The first and second positives are separated by an extensive (238 residues) uncharged run composed exclusively of glycine and alanine.
The first positive charge cluster contains a (RG)5 iteration. The second positive charge cluster, which has the pattern (R, 0)15 with a few mismatches, also contains a preponderance of RG doublets. The second positive charge cluster contains a significant DNA repeat region. The carboxyl-terminal segment of EBNA1 presents the pattern (0, -, -)7 including the word DGDEG twice.
Milman and Hwang (22) have reported that the rate of binding of the carboxyl third of EBNA1 to monomer, dimer, and trimer oligonucleotides, constructed to be similar to the repeat palindromes of oriP, is first order in DNA concentration and highly dependent on EBNA1 concentration. A change of EBNA1 concentration from 2.1 to 2.6 pkg/ml increases the rate about 60-fold, which implies an n-mer of average n 20. This last observation implies a ready formation of large EBNA1 polymers that can be three-dimensional since there are more than two possibly interacting charge clusters per molecule.
(ii) Proteins with at least one charge cluster of each sign. It is intriguing that the major nuclear latently expressed genes EBNA1-EBNA4 are the only polypeptides of EBV with separated clusters of unlike charge. This property may be conducive to the formation of a chain of these protein units, each with itself or with other factors.
Charge clusters of a single sign often occur in the first or fourth quartiles (see Table 1 ), where they are more likely to be on the surface of a globular protein or in an exposed conformation (6). Rawlins et al. (10) have suggested that latency is maintained not because the EBNA proteins promote it but because they are negative regulators of the initiation of the lytic cycle. It is tempting to speculate that the EBNA units can form a complex through charge interactions. This aggregation will depend on a high power of the concentrations of the component proteins and may be thus susceptible to an abrupt dissolution of the complex if protein concentration falls.
EBNA1-EBNA3 are known to accumulate in the host cell nucleus. Although none of these proteins has a run of five positive charges shown to be sufficient for this purpose in the case of the large, tumor antigen of simian virus 40 (5, 6), it seems possible that their clusters of positive charge may help translocation to the nucleus. In particular, the concentrated positive periodic patterns in EBNA1 and EBNA2 may be especially effective.
(iii) Proteins with multiple charge clusters (positive, negative, or mixed type) and periodic charge patterns. The conjunction of these properties delimits EBNA1-EBNA3 and the protein product of BMLF1. The gene product of BMLF1 contains two charge clusters, one of negative sign at the amino terminus followed by a mixed charge cluster. The periodic charge patterns in EBNA1 and EBNA2 are embedded in clusters of single charge. Significant runs of the charge pattern (+, 0)n in EBNA1 and EBNA2 emphasize the doublet RG. The glycine molecule is ordinarily not associated with (3-sheets or a-helices, but the negligible side chain volume of glycine permits easy movement of its charged neighbors in (RG)n. Therefore, these peptides may adapt conformations to fit well against corresponding charge patterns of opposite sign in another protein.
The periodic charge pattern of BMLF1 is (R, X, Z)10, where Z is in eight instances proline and X involves six alanine residues. The predominance of proline in the consensus iteration (R, A, P)1o makes it likely that this protein segment may form open coils. This unusual pattern may underlie a novel secondary or tertiary structure and be associated with special regulatory function. The periodic pattern in BMLF1 is followed immediately by RSESR-GAGRSTRKQARQERSQRPL involving seven arginine amino acids at displacements of 3 and 4, average 3.43, ( 2) (biological name is in parentheses); column 2, length of the ORF in residues; column 3, % of positively charged residues; column 4, % of negatively charged residues; column 5, location of cluster in residues; column 6, length of cluster in residues; column 7, number of positive residues in cluster; column 8, number of negative residues in cluster; column 9, significance test (see Methods); column 10, location of periodic pattern; column 11, canonical periodic pattern or run of charges; column 12, text of periodic pattern in one-letter code. *Discrepancies with the pattern are underlined. tThe significance criterion for this long ORF is taken to be 4.5. (iv) Proteins with at least two charge clusters but not of opposite sign and no periodic charge patterns. LYDMA (BNLF1) and the gene product of BPLF1 fit this description. LYDMA, a plasma membrane protein produced only during latency, contains one negative charge cluster and one of mixed charge. BPLF1 (3149 residues in length) also contains one cluster of negative charge and one of mixed charge. A protein from this very lengthy ORF is unknown. However, it does contribute during latent existence (23, 24) an exon to a lengthy multiexon mRNA ending in EBNA1.
Clusters of charge of any type, because of their tendency to concentrate on the surface of globular proteins, promote the accumulation of less hydrophilic amino acids in the interior of the folded protein. From this perspective it is possible that charge may be as important as hydrophobicity in determining native protein conformation.
(v) Proteins with a single charge cluster. The immediate early BZLF1 and the late gene BBRF3 possess a single significant cluster of positive charge. BBRF3 is not known to be expressed in latency and is classed late by Baer et al. (2) . Perhaps it functions like core or capsid proteins that often contain a significant positive cluster or positive run in the fourth (carboxyl) quartile (data not shown). These proteins include L1 and L2 genes of human and bovine papilloma viruses, the VP2 gene of simian virus 40 and polyoma viruses, the pV core protein of adenovirus, and the core gene of human, ground squirrel, and duck hepatitis virus. The positively charged regions in the ends of these capsid proteins may help their accumulation in the nucleus and possibly aid in the organization of the icosahedral capsid about the negatively charged DNA, as may be inferred from the results of Garcea et al. (25) .
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Biochemistry: Blaisdell and Karlin EBNA6, BLLF1, BRRF2, BKRF4, and BXLF1 each contain a significant single negative charge cluster. BLLF1, like LYDMA, accumulates in the host cell membrane (27) , as do many other viral glycoproteins containing clusters of negative charge.
BFRF1, BMRF2, BVRF1, and BVRF2 each contain a single significant mixed charge cluster. BMRF2 has been assigned to a late transcript (2) , but no transcript or protein has yet been reported for the others.
(vi) Proteins with significant periodic charge patterns. It is noteworthy that periodic charge patterns only occur in genes with at least one charge cluster of a single sign. The periodic charge patterns are separate from any charge cluster in EBNA3 and BBRF3. The significant periodic charge patterns are quite variable in form. It appears that periodic charge patterns may be associated with some regulatory protein functions. Such a role has been suggested, for example, for the conserved (+, 0, 0),, n = 5-8, motif of voltage-gated ion channels; this structure is thought to be a membrane-spanning helix that acts as a voltage sensor and mediates conformational changes in the protein in response to changes in the transmembrane electric field (4) . The major immediate early regulatory proteins ofthe herpes simplex virus (especially ICP-0 and ICP-4) also contain significant periodic charge patterns (data not shown). The major immediate early transcription transactivator protein Ela of adenovirus features the highly significant pattern (-, 0)6 = (EP)6 and also some distinctive positive charge patterns.
(vii) Proteins with significant repeat regions and relationships to charge configurations. Fourteen genes have significant charge clusters of a single sign (Table 1) , and all except BBRF3 and BXLF1 contain significant repeat elements (mostly tandem copies). Twelve genes in EBV contain substantial oligonucleotide and/or peptide repeats and, notably, all of them have significant charge clusters of a single sign. It is noteworthy that the repeat regions and distinctive charge regions are nonoverlapping except for some in three genes (EBNA1, EBNA2, and BZLF1).
It seems that the conjunction of multiple charge configurations with nonoverlapping repeat regions in the latent and early lytic genes may have a coordinated function. We suggest that these tandem repeat regions may assist in the formation of the multimeric protein complexes bound together by the electrostatic attraction of external charges of unlike sign. Several observations support this proposal. (a) Except for fibrous, occasional structural, and some regulatory proteins, repeats are rare in proteins (28) . (b) The repeats in EBNA1-EBNA3 are variable in length in different virus strains (29) , which makes it unlikely that they lie in compact well-structured globular domains. (c) The protein size estimated from mobility in gels relative to globular protein standards is considerably larger than that inferred from the ORF text (30) , possibly implying that these proteins adopt an unusually extended conformation. (d) The long repeat in EBNA1 is very high in glycine and those in EBNA2-EBNA4 and EBNA6 are very high in proline, both amino acids prominent in open coil structures and lacking in a-helices or ,8-strands (31) . (e) Many of the long peptide repeats have few substitutions at the DNA level, implying that they may be of recent amplification and that their detailed structure may not be of great functional importance. These extended repeat regions might act as flexible open coil domains linking the functional globular domains. Similar poorly conserved regions rich in proline lying between two distinct highly conserved functional domains have been proposed to be a flexible hinge in the mineralocorticoid receptor and in other sequentially similar molecules (32) . They would make it easier for the protein to adopt conformations favorable to interaction with charged regions on other proteins in the formation of multimeric protein complexes. This flexibility could be particularly helpful in EBNA1, where the long (glycine, alanine) repeat lies between charge cluster regions.
(viii) Miscellany. In view of the prominent charge configurations in EBV proteins associated with the maintenance or disruption of the latent state, it is interesting to compare them to the proteins of varicella-zoster virus (VZV), a herpesvirus that is not known to produce proteins in the latent state (after primary infection, VZV lives latently in generally nonreplicating nerve cells). The complete sequence of a strain of VZV has been determined (33) . Only 6 of its 68 distinct ORFs contain significant positive or negative charge clusters, and only one, gene 11, contains charge clusters of each sign. Gene 11 also has a significant repeat region, coincident with the negative charge cluster. The other proteins of VZV with prominent repeats do not present distinctive charge configurations. The relative absence in VZV of multiple charge configurations and repeats, and their prominence in proteins of EBV associated with the latent state or its disruption, reinforces the conclusion that these features are of functional importance to the maintenance and termination of the latent state. A detailed analysis of the charge distribution in other viruses of the herpes family (34) and for other classes of eukaryotic and prokaryotic protein sequences will be presented elsewhere.
It is interesting to speculate about the mechanisms that bind to DNA the n-mers of the carboxyl-terminal 191-residue EBNA1 fragment studied by Milman and Hwang (22) . We suggest that the segment (PG)4P occurring in the middle of the 191-residue sequence is very likely to promote an open coil region that can protrude from the surface of the n-mer and be bound to the DNA as does an exposed loop of DNase (35) . Protrusion of a loop may be promoted by ionic binding of a short concentration of positive residues at the 5' end of the protein to the negative charge cluster (17 negative residues in 41; no positives) at the 3' end of the same protein. Since ionic forces are long range, the repulsion of the excess negative charges at the 3' end by the negative phosphate exterior of the DNA may aid in proper orientation of the loop for binding to the DNA. Of course, attraction between the unlike charges on different molecules can form chains of n units.
The many striking significant charge configurations we found in these few proteins and the possible functions suggested for them invite experimental investigation. For which would promote an a-helix structure, or (RLL)1O, which could lead to an amphipathic helix structure.
